The Ecology Seminar (aka PEERS: PErspectives in Ecological ReSearch) continues in Fall 2017. Our first meeting will be Friday, August 25. As always, we will meet Fridays 3 pm in 222 Carr Hall (yes, we meet in 222 Carr Hall, not the location posted in the course catalog).

The main goals of PEERS are to encourage interactions among ecologists at UF and to provide a forum for graduate students and others to get feedback on their research, whether it is at a preliminary or polished stage. In addition to research seminars (typically 20-45 minutes long), we also devote some meetings to discussing recent ecological literature, professional development tutorials (writing tips, how to review a journal article, etc.), and local field trips. Many of you already participate in lab meetings. PPERS is not meant to replace that, but is an opportunity to get feedback from a broader group of ecologists.

Students can register (multiple semesters if you wish) for the 1-credit course “Seminar in Ecology” - PCB6049 (fall semesters: section 18E9; spring semesters: section 178H). Registered students are encouraged, but not required, to present a research seminar. The Syllabus provides info for students considering taking the class for credit. Everyone (students, postdocs, faculty, etc.) are welcome to participate, whether you register or not. If you want to be added to or removed from the email list, contact jlichstein@ufl.edu.

Details:

What topics are covered? All types of organisms and all aspects of ecology, including population, community, physiological, behavioral, and ecosystem ecology.

Format: Usually a research presentation, but other activities include: tutorials on professional development topics (writing papers, reviewing papers, etc.), local field trips, and discussions of recent ecological literature.

When? Fridays 3:00-3:50

Where? 222 Carr Hall

Hope to see you soon!
Jeremy
PEERS website: https://people.clas.ufl.edu/jlichstein/ecology-seminar/